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ANNUAL
SCHOOL REPORT
OF THE

CITY OF BATH,
1897-8.

BATH, M A I N E .
PRESS OF T I M E S CO.
1898.

School Committee for 1898-9.
MAYOR

JOSEPH

TORREY,

Chairman,

ex-officio. 912

Middle

Street.
MEMBERS.
Ward 1. Charles E . H y d e , 1899, Lower Washington street; Mrs.
Wm. D. Oliver, 1900, 504 Middle street.
Ward 2. Horatio A . D u n c a n , 1899, 696 Washington street; Wm.
T. Hall, J r . , 1900, 716 Washington street.
Ward 3. Mrs. Emeline B . Lilly, 1899, 733 High street; Joseph M.
Hayes, 1900, 150 Centre street.
Ward 4. Rev. A. B . Hervey, 1899, 839 Washington street;
M. Fuller, M. D., 1900, 831 Washington street.

Edwin

Ward 5, Rev. A. Fred'c Dunnels, 1899, 898 Middle street;
0. Lincoln, M. D., 1900, 972 Washington street.

James

Ward 6. George P. Davenport, A, M., 1899, 1135 Washington
street; Albert L. Strout, 1900, 1161 Washington street.
Ward 7. Rev. David E. Miller, 1899, 9 Beacon street; George F .
Jackson, 1900, 1019 Middle street.
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Organization for 1898-9.
H. A. DUNCAN, Vice Chairman.
GEORGE P. DAVENPORT, A. M., Treasurer
WILLIAM H . WINSLOW, A. M., Secretary of School Board a n d
Superintendent of Schools.

Regular monthly meetings of School Board occur t h e first Monday
of every month, at 7.30 P . M.
Office hours of Superintendent are Mondays, T h u r s d a y s a n d
Fridays, vacations and holidays excepted, from 4 t o 5 P . M.
Office
at Centre Street School House. Home 997 Middle street.

STANDING

COMMITTEES.

H I G H SCHOOL—A. F. Dunnels, A. B . Hervey, E. M. Fuller, G. P
Davenport, J . O. Lincoln.
GRAMMAR SCHOOLS—E. M. F uller,

W . T. H a l l , Jr.,

A. B . H e r v e y ,

C, E. Hyde, D. E . Miller.
P R I M A R Y SCHOOLS—Mrs. E. B . Lilly,

G. F. J a c k s o n ,

Mrs. W. D .

Oliver, D. E. Miller, C. E. H y d e .
RURALS—Mrs. E . B. Lilly, Mrs. W. D . Oliver, A. L. Strout,
Lincoln, G. F. Jackson.

J . 0_

T E X T BOOKS AND C O U R S E O F S T U D Y — E . M. F u l l e r , A . F . D u n n e l s ,

A. B. Hervey, H . A. Duncan, W. T. Hall, J r .
SCHOOL B U I L D I N G S AND GROUNDS—C. E. H y d e , J . M. H a y e s , A. L.

Strout.
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F U E L , H E A T I N G A P P A R A T U S A N D J A N I T O R S — J . M. Hayes,

A. L.

Strout, C. E . Hyde.
ACCOUNTS—H. A. Duncan, A. L . Strout, J . M. Hayes.
R U L E S AND R E G U L A T I O N S — A . F. Dunnels, J. M. Hayes,

Mrs. E. B.

Lilly, G. P. Davenport, W. T. Hall, J r .
Music AND DRAWING—G. P. Davenport, H. A. Duncan, J. O.
Lincoln.
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Teachers, Spring of 1898.
HIGH SCHOOL.
Herbert E. Cole, A. M., Principal,
Jesse W. Lambert, A. B., Assistant,
1095
Bertha L. Soule, A. M.,
"
Viola G. Hogan,
"
Annie Torrey
"

979 Middle
Washington
17 Grove
45 Bedford
912 Middle

Street
Street
Street
Street
Street

NINTH GRADE.
N. Gratz Jackson, Principal,
701 Washington Street
Margaret J. Adams, Assistant,
104 South Street
Angie M. Dunton,
823 Washington Street
UPPER GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
Ellen Blair, Principal,
1353 Washington Street
Ella J. Douglas, Assistant,
23 York Street
NORTH GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
Clara B. McDouald, Principal,
151 Lincoln Street
Fannie A. Dunham, Assistant,
1273 Washington Street
Louise H. Abbott,
"
364 Front Street
Frostina E. Marston,
"
179 Lincoln Street
CENTER GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
Nannie E. Trask,

Winnegance-

SOUTH GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
Fannie M. Moulton. Principal,
826 Washington
Francesca D. Totman,
Assistant,
32 York
Mary D. White,
"
913 Washington
Helen C. Foster,
"
460 Washington
LOWER GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
Florence M. McDonald, Principal,
151 Lincoln
Alice M. Skillings, Assistant,
1059 Washington

Street
Street
Street
Street
Street
Street

TEACHERS
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PRIMARY SCHOOL NO. 1—Weeks Street.
Mattie A. Allen, Principal,
73 Pine Street
Susie A. Allen, Assistant,
73 Pine Street
PRIMARY SCHOOL NO. 2—Washington Street.
Jennie S. Foster,
460 Washington Street
PRIMARY SCHOOL NO. 3—South Street.
Lizzie M. Allen, Principal,
73 Pine Street
Margaret C Smith, Assistant,
633 High Street
H. Emma
Magoun,
"
648 Washington Street
PRIMARY SCHOOL NO 4.—Center Street.
Fannie P. Hodgkins, Principal,
477 Washington Street
Alice K. Hinkley, Assistant,
7 Clifton Street
Martha E. Hooper,
"
24 Green Street
ERUDITION PRIMARY SCHOOL.
Kate L. Conley,
43 Granite Street
PRIMARY SCHOOL NO. 5—Academy Street.
Jennie G. Silsby,
76 Green Street
PRIMARY SCHOOL NO. 6—North Street.
Flora N. Randall, Principal,
17 Beacon Street
Nellie R. Turner, Assistant,
674 Middle Street
Alice M. Morse,
"
45 Vine Street
Nellie M. Bradford, "
17 Beacon Street
PRIMARY SCHOOL NO. 7—Dummer Street.
Hattie G. Tarbox, Principal,
1150 Washington Street
Grace C. Baker, Assistant,
1343 Washington Street
PRIMARY SCHOOL NO. 8—Upper Washington Street.
Annie E. Cox, Principal,
22 Somerset Place
Sarah R. Dunbar, Assistant,
5 Comings Street
NORTH BATH MIXED SCHOOL.
Mrs. L. E. Larock,

Brunswick
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WINNEGANCE MIXED SCHOOL.
Belle 0 . Johnson,
32 Court Street
TEACHER OF MUSIC AND DRAWING.

Leora B. Nims,

808 High Street

CALENDAR FOR SCHOOL YEAR J898-9.
Schools open Monday, Sept. 12.
"Recess Thanksgiving Day and Friday following.
Fall Term ends Friday, December 16.
Winter Term begins Monday, January 2.
Recess Washington's Birthday, February 22.
Winter Term ends Friday, March 10.
Spring Term begins Monday, March 20.
Recesses Fast Day and Memorial Day.
School Year closes Friday, June 9, 1899.
High School Graduation Friday, June 16, 1899
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Report of School Committee.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City of
Bath.
The School Board respectfully submits its annual
report for the school year ending June, 1898.
But few changes have occurred during the year in
our working foree. Miss Leora B. Nirns has been doing
excellent work as teacher of music and drawing in place
of Miss Dinsmore who resigned at close of last year.
Miss Esther W. Powers, who for many years has so
faithfully taught in various grades and as principal of the
North Grammar School has endeared herself to her pupils
and associate teachers, was obliged, at the commencement
of the year, by reason of ill-health, to seek a much needed
rest, and Miss Clara MacDonald was transferred from
the Upper Grammar School as her substitute, other
changes and promotions being made to fill the vacancies occurring thereby. The entire work of all schools
has been generally satisfactory, and our Superintendent
reports improvement in the various grades. Harmony
has prevailed between the Board, its Superintendent and
teachers, and we believe all have conscientiously striven
for the well-being of the schools and promotion of our
educational interests.
It seems useless to annually call attention to the pressing needs of our schools by way of enlarged and improved
school buildings, as our suggestions and appeals fall upon
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deaf ears. We must however, again remind you of the
increasing number of children reported in wards two and
three and ask you to provide some accommodation for
them within the limits of that growing section of the city.
For details of the work of the various departments
we respectfully refer you to the reports of the Superintendent and several teachers herewith accompanying, and
ask your favorable consideration of their suggestions aadrecommendations.
Respectfully submitted,
H. A. DUNCAN,

VICE CHAIRMAN.
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Report of Superintendent.
Ladies and Gentlemen of the School Committee :
I have the honor herewith to present my third annual
report of the schools of Bath.
It does not require very shrewd study of the tendency
of the times and the country in which we live to perceive
that we are in the midst of rapid growth and development
and that the triumphs of mind over matter are constantly
increasing and grow more amazing.
In no realm of mental activity is greater progress being made than in the educational field. Some of the
greatest minds in Europe and America are today working
out the great problems of popular education.
The importance, the dignity of the teacher's work is
being recognized today as never before.
Child study may display quantities of chaff but valuable wheat is being worked out and its value is unmeasured. Scientific investigations in Psychology and Socialogy by master minds is making an exact science of teaching.
The time is approaching, in fact has arrived, when
communities, at all in touch with the spirit of true progress and development, require, yes demand, that their
teachers be pedagogically scientific, and that their educational leaders be steeped in all that tends to sound pedagogical judgment. "Common sense" is a good thing at
all times, but "common sense" linked with ignorance of
the principles of the best methods of teaching is as fatal
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as that same "common sense" combined with ignorance
in surgery, and even more disasterous as its insiduous
influence even widens, too often unnoticed and neglected.
A pedagogical library with a knowledge of its contents is
as necessary to the trae success of a teacher as a law
library to a lawyer and a constant reading of school journals are as necessary to a teacher as Medical Journals to
a physician.
Spencer's Education no doubt contains many errors
but it is a valuable treatise and has exerted a great influence upon education.
Some features of Herbart's
pedagogy arouses opposition but his apperception alone,
when once comprehended will go far towards imparting
to a "school keeper" the dignity of teacher.
The long list of pedagogical works edited by Dr. Harris
constitutes a rich field in pedagogical literature and is exerting a powerful influence in disseminating a pedagogical
spirit thoroughout our country.
This pedagogical spirit has entered our corps of teachers
and its influence is spreading. The majority of them
realize that the world is progressing, educationally as
well as in other directions. They appreciate that a
teacher who stands still will soon be behind and alone.
Nearly all possess pedagogical books and subscribe to educational papers which they read to good purpose. That
this is not idle imagination on my part, I cite the fact of
sixty-one cases of corporal punishment during the past
year in all our schools against one hundred eleven the
year previous. As I know from observation the discipline
of our schools is much improved, this reduction of corporal punishment nearly fifty per cent shows to me an increase in teaching power of one hundred per cent.
"We feel honored that Supt. Ballest of Springfield has
given a call to one of our teachers, for Springfield pays
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the highest salaries in New England and the Springfield
schools enjoy an enviable reputation. Still we rejoice
that we have many other good teachers. Supt. Seaver
of Boston reports one third of the teachers in the Boston
schools as poor and says that these poor teachers brin"
reproach on the whole school system. If I should make
such a severe classification of the forty-three teachers of
Bath I think I would class one-tenth only as poor. Although it is such a small number it neverless hurls the
whole system.
SCHOOL BOOM FACILITIES.
The urgent necessity for more and better school room
facilities in the second and third wards has been repeatedly urged during the past few years. The over crowded
condition at the Center street and South street primary
schools cries loudly for relief. In April these rooms
were full and thirty new pupils demanded admission.
Pupils were changed from one room to another and promoted to make room without regard to fitness and placed
on benches in corners of the rooms, and all were taken into school, with the exception of a few whose parents kept
them at home in preference to allowing them to attend
school under such conditions.
Why parents and patrons of the schools, citizens and
tax payers permit this condition of things to continue,
with an occasional remonstrance to the superintendent,
surpasses my comprehension. The temporary discomfort
of teachers and pupils is a small factor in such conditions.
The evil consequences of necessary neglect of pupils in an
over crowded class and of unfit promotions are seen in
the whole school system and follow the pupil not only
through his school life but also through his subsequent
career.
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This may be considered a chronic complaint and passed
over in silence but I ask consideration of the fact that my
predecessor asked for more school room for the second
and third wards and also that the present increased business activity in this city has caused an increased number
of pupils. The actual attendance this spring has been
one hundred more than last spring and the increase has
been mainly in the second and third wards.
A two room building on High street in the neighborhood of the "Home" would relieve primary rooms from
North to Weeks street. I t gives me pleasure to record
that new adjustable sittings have been placed in two of
the schoolrooms in the place of the old benches and that
it is the purpose of the committee on school buildings to
make the same change in other rooms as circumstances
permit.
T H E AIM OF EDUCATION.
In our country and in our time an education is not
necessary for mere existence. A person with strong physical body need not perish with privation.
In fact, oftimes, an education so called, which consists
of mere book learning along limited lines only, becomes
useless in a life struggle for existence. While it is true
that specialists in science or in the arts are in great demand and occasionally achieve great success, the successful specialist stands upon a strong foundation of common
sense, or more definitely, sound judgment acquired only
by a well rounded elementary training. I n many notable
instances this training has been obtained from hard experience. The aim of the common school should be to
lay this foundation broad and strong. Arithmetic and
grammar are good, let us say necessary, but their importance is exaggerated when in the study of them other
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things are neglected. History and geography become useful only when taught scientifically and studied in a scientific spirit. Science of nature study in common schools
is often decried and derided as "Fol de rol." Often it is
as I once knew a primary grade teacher to tell her wide
eyed pupils that it is hotter to us in summer than in winter because the sun is nearer to us(!)
Such science teaching had better be eliminated entirely.
Yet scientific investigation of natural phenomena, led by a
competent teacher, by which a habit of investigation is
cultivated and reasoning power developed, becomes the
most important feature in the school curriculum for intellectual growth and character building.
Music and Drawing are accomplishments, but if they
were that merely, they should have no place in the public
school. But their importance can not be overestimated.
A knowledge of music is to the possessor a source of
pleasure during his whole life, but that is not all. Its
scientific study is one of the best means for mental and
moral training and helpful in all school work. The value
of Drawing, as school work, is often rated higher than
music. In developing the power of perception and general
training its possibility in correlation is very advantageous.
We are certainly fortunate in securing the services of a
teacher who can teach both music and drawing and be
fully competent in each and weak in neither.
Her report of the work for the past year will be found
elsewhere.
BEADING.
The question is often raised if we do well to teach
reading to all classes of children, while they have such
easy access to so much pernicious, vile literature which
sets forth, in seductive form, false standards of living.
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Teachers know only too well how their efforts to built u p
strong, upright, manly character have been neutralized
by unfortunate selection of reading matter; for children
will read. Our teachers have for some time past been
putting forth special efforts in investigating and directing
their pupils' reading. Yet realizing that we had not accomplished in past years all that was desired, renewed efforts were made last year to attain better results and with
that end in view the course was carefully revised.
I believe considerable advance has been made in this respect and I call your attention to the report of the four
grammar principals on this point particularly.
VERTICAL P E N M A N S H I P .
I t is very seldom that an educational fad becomes so
general throughout the country and gains such a strong
hold as has vertical penmanship.
Superintendents and
teachers seem to be entirely swept off their feet by the
tidal wave of its popularity. It lias become so universal
that by its universality some superintendents claim that
it can no longer be called a fad. The advantages claimed
for it are many but are not sustained.
I t is true that it
is easily learned by young pupils and when carefully produced is easy to read. There its advantages end. I t has
no advantages over the slant in the posture of the writer.
It suffers when speed or continuance is considered, and
the one fact that a cramped, unnatural and awkward
position of the hand is assumed in writing is sufficient
reason for condemning it altogether.
One of the brightest of the New England superintendents in his last report gives a careful and intelligent discussion of this fad illustrated by cuts of different styles of
writing and shows conclusively, that practically it is inferior to the slant system. Yet he concludes by saying
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that it is as good for school purposes as the slant and because it is easier to learn and easier to teach he adopted
it. I t seems to me that life purposes should be the one
end in view in all school work. A knowledge of "blue
prints," a knowledge of the geography of Europe, a
facility in computing bank discount are all factors in a
decent education. Yet the number of people who ever
make practical use of these is comparatively small. But
every one is called upon to write more or less. It is not
right that graduates of our extended public school system
should be obliged to go to a business college to learn to
write.
The penmanship of our High School pupils is
disgraceful.
Every teacher in the public sohools should
be able to write well and teach writing.
A proper position in holding the pen and an easy movement in writing
can be acquired by all pupils when teachers themselves
know how to do it.
During the past year, without mentioning slant or vertically, we have incessantly aimed at proper position of
the hand and free movement, aiming particularly to keep
the wrist and side of the hand off the desk.
Some progress has been made that is of practical value and we expect continued efforts in the same direction during the
next and following years will produce satisfactory results,

THE HALF HOLIDAY CHANGE,
It is not necessary a t this writing to defend the change
from Saturday morning session to Wednesday afternoon
but it is proper to mention actual known benefits of the
change. I t has positively proved to be economy in the
matter of fuel.
There has been less interference with school work by
social functions and better attendance has been main,
tained. The opportunity for rest and recuperation during
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Saturday and Sunday has been more beneficial to pupils
as well as to teachers. The slight opposition on the part
of a few teachers quickly changed to approval as they
perceived the results beneficial to themselves as well as
to the school.
T H E H I G H SCHOOL.
The Bath High School has long enjoyed an enviable
reputation. This reputation has been sustained during
the past year by the efficient corps of High School teachers.
I use the word efficient advisedly and not perfunctorily.
It i-s a duty however to carefully inquire if any improvement can be made. Perhaps no two men would suggest
the same thing. One wants manual training, another
urges mechanical drawing, another wants stenography and
type-writing. All these are being introduced into the
school systems of progressive cities where requisite funds
are available.
A critical study of the school for the past two years and
a half has convinced me: that the physical welfare of the
pupils is neglected, that vocal culture or the ability to
read or speak, not merely to declaim, but even to converse
in cultivated tone is sadly deficient, and that the work of
the English department is too crowded.
Therefore I
would like to see a bright graduate of the Emerson School
of Oratory added to our High School teaching force. Such
a teacher could give the pupils daily practice in the best
form of exercise for healthy development, which the girls
particularly need, to overcome the tendency to break
down under the school work. She could train the pupils
to a better use of the voice in reading and speaking
and incidentally brighten the graduation exercises
and she would materially strengthen the work of the
English department which is too often not given its full
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importance in High School work. Such an addition to
the teaching corps, I believe would stimulate every department of the school and the worth would far exceed
the cost.
Principal Cole's report of the work of the school for the
past year will be found elsewhere.
RECOMMENDATIONS.
1st. One at least, if possible two, schoolrooms for
primary children on High street below South.
2nd. Another teacher for the High School to
strengthen the English Department, to teach reading and
vocal culture and especially to improve the physical welfare of the pupils.
In conclusion, that the school year just closed has been
an unusually successful one is clue to hard work of
teachers cheerfully done, as well as to constant interest of
the School Committee and harmonious encouragement at
all times given to your superintendent in the discharge of
his duties.
Very Respectfully,
WM. H. WINSLOW,
Superintendent of Schools.
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Treasurer's Report.
BATH, MAINE, February 1, 1898.

To the Hon. Mayor and City Council:
GENTLEMEN :—I herewith submit my annual report of
receipts and expenditures of the School Department, with
vouchers, for the municipal year, Jan. 31, 1898 and enclose the Auditor's certificate.
Respectfully yours,

GEO. P. DAVENPORT,
Treas. School Committee.
City of Bath in general account with Geo. P . Davenport, Treasurer School Committee, for receipts and expenditures during the year ending January 31, 1898.
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, general,
for High School,
State for High School,
State Mill Tax and School Fund,
Tuitions,
Broken Glass,
Damages to books and desks,

$16,698
4,000
250
6,051
75
1
5

35
00
00
65
00
00
00

$27,081 00
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EXPENDITURES.
Teachers' Salaries,
$19,395 52
Superintendent's Salary,
1,399 92
Text Books, stationery and reference books,
1,861 17
Fuel, janitors, cleaners, sweepers and supplies, 3,041,97
Eepairs on buildings and grounds,
1,186 35
Miscellaneous,
175 99
Balance paid City Treasurer, as per his receipt,
20 08
$27,081 00
Respectfully submitted,
(Signed) GEO. P . DAVENPORT,
Treas. School Committee.
Bath, Feb. 2,1898.
I hereby certify that I have examined the books and
accounts of the Superintending School Committee for the
municipal year ending Jan. 31, 1898, and find the same to
be correct.
(Signed) H. B. JOHNSON, City Auditor.
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Statistics.
For School Year Ending: June, J 898.

Whole number different pupils j Boys, 931 Total
enrolled
( Girls, 876
Average enrollment
Average daily attendance
Percent
Number of pupils not absent during the year
Number of pupils not tardy during the year
Enrollment in Fall term
Enrollment in Winter term
Enrollment in Spring term
Average enrollment in Fall term
Average enrollment in Winter term
Average enrollment in Spring term
Population of Bath, (estimated)
School census
1897
Ward 1
398
" 2
592
•' 3
367
" 4
252
"
5
341
"
6
321
"
7
226
Total

2,497

1807
1533
1442
94
94
668
1667
1608
1660
1550
1430
1509
8500
1898
382
597
305
285
332
326
298
2,525
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AGES OF PUPILS IN APRIL, 1 8 9 8 .

Between 5 and 6 years of age
If
U
"
6 and 7
it
tt
"
7 and 8
cc
tt
"
8 and 9
tt
tt
"
9 and 10
tt
it
" 10 and 11 '
a
it
" 11 and 12
<(
tt
" 12 and 13
(<
tt
" 13 and 14
tt
tt
" 14 and 15
a
tt
" 15 and 16
tt
tt
" 16 and 17
tt
tt
" 17 and 18
tt
tt
" 18 and 19
tt
tt
" 19 and 20
((
tt
" 20 and 21
Total

144

146
147
167
148
163
143
150
156
150
103
78
60
26
22
4
1807

Ninth Grade
Upper Grammar
North Grammar

Center Grammar
South Grammar

Lower Grammar

151

97^

Salary of Teachers.

Per Cent.

'55

Number not Tardy

Av. Daily Attendance

>»5

Number not Absent

Average enrollment

No. Girls enrolled

#4

Total enrollment

High School

TEACHERS

High
H. E. Cole, Principal
J. W. Lambert
Bertha L. Soule
Viola G. Hogan
Annie Torrey
N. Gratz Jackson, Principal
Margaret J. Adams
7
Angie M. Dunton
5
Ellen Blair, Principal
8
Ella J. Douglas
7
6
Clara B. MacDonald, Principal
5
Frances A. Dunham
6& 5
Louise H. Abbott
8
Frostina E Marston
7
6
Nannie E. Trask
5
Fannie M. Moulton, Principal
8 & 7
Fannie D. Totman
6 &5
Mary D. White
Helen C. Foster
Florence M. MacDonald, Principal
Alice M. Skillings

No. Boys enrolled

SCHOOLS.

Grades

SCHOOL STATISTICS.

s

•a

tc

H

u
.a
H

XI

0

<
O

56

23
3'
27
23
18
21
29
18

3°
20
18

66
22
20
22

'9
29

34
20
12
18

9

21
27
21

117

43
3*
45

39
35
40

49
56
44
57
45
38
32
33 I 3 2
47
44
37
46
5'
4i
47
39
34

105

37
33
39
45
42
42

3°
3'
43
33
44
40
32

90

94

c
.06

a
a0

550
20
7
97
7
96^
6
95
0
93
1
94
8
4
97
7
97
8
94
3
96
92

97
94

0

c
v<
.0
82
3
9

Z7
102
7
34

>,
700
cd
*rt500

in450

55°
$1500
400
800
55°
700

27
10
16
1

425
675
400
650

•3
19

55°
425

12

400
4CO

17
16
0

400
400

550
400

Primary No. i,
Mattie A. Allen, Principal
Weeks Street Susie A. Allen
.. .
Primary No. 2,
Jennie S. Poster .
Washington Street
Primary No. 3,
Lizzie M. Allen, Principal
South Street, Margaret C Smith
H. Emma Magoun
Primary No. 4,
Fannie P. Hodgkins, Principal .
Centre Street Alice K. Hinkley
Martha E. Hooper .
Erudition
Katherine L. Conley .
Primary No. 5,
Tennie G. Silsby .
Old Academy
Primary No 6,
Flora M. Randall, Principal .
North Street Nellie R. Turner
Alice M. Morse .
Nellie M. Bradford .
Primary No. 7,
Hattie G. Tarbox, Principal
Dummer Street Grace C. Baker . . . .
Primary No. 8,
Annie E. Cox, Principal
Upper End Sarah R. Dunbar
North Bath
Laura E. Larock
Winnegance .
. . Belle C. Johnson
Music and Drawing

4 & 3
2 & 1
2 & 1

43

41

42

39

42

54

32

18

47

43

4'

20

30
80

28

27
62
32

24

28
25

3°
>7

29
16
42
23
27

39

1

3°

29

3

22

22

39
48
59
44

34

18

52

4
3

23
16

12

35

14

2
1

20

'7

25

28
17
26

3°
37
53

4
2
1

4
3
2 & 1

4 & 3
2 & 1

4 & 3
2 & 1

Mixed
Mixed
All

47
58

*3

2

3

25
17
22

'4
10

16
21

•7
21
11

8

40
51
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Report of High School
To the Superintendent of Schools and the Members of the
Bath ScJwol Board:
GENTLEMEN :—I have the honor to submit herewith my
fourteenth annual report of the Bath High School.
The school year of 1897-1898 opened on Monday, September 13, 1897, and continued for thirty-seven weeks exclusive of the vacation at Christmas and the one in
March. The total number of pupils registered during the
year was one hundred eighty-five,—a gain of nine over the
number registered in the school year of 1896-1897.
The graduating exercises of the class of 1898 were held
on the evening of June 17, 1898, in the Winter Street
Congregational church, when fourteen young ladies and
nine young men were given diplomas. Following is a list
of those who were graduated :

GKADUATES O F 1898.
Eliza Ethel Bruce
Edward Edgecomb Carter
Emma Cheltra
Elizabeth Ellen Dain
Robert Harold Donnell
Eugene Franks
Herbert Leroy Grinnell, Jr.,
Nellie Pearl Grinnell
Agnes Dillon Hennessy

Katherine Louise Hill
Sarah Eliza Klippel
Mabel Inez Lake
Arthur Bliss Lindsay
Lillian Blanche McIntire
Orra Davis Mitchell
Anna Maria Palmer
William Lindsay Robbins
Margaret Baird Rounds
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Helen Louise Johnson
Edward Merritt Scott
Annie Louise Purington
Harry Gordon Swett
Eugene Elliott White Ingalls
The following is the programme of the graduating
exercises:
March.
Prayer.
Salutatory,
Orra Davis Mitchell.
Essay, The American Navy,
Edward Edgecomb Carter.
Reading, Selection from the Vision of Sir Launfal, Lowell
Catherine Louise Hill.
Essay, National Hymns,
Eliza Ethel Bruce.
Essay, High Ideals,
Helen Louise Johnson.
Music, Quartette, Lady Bird,
F. H. Cowen
Members of the Class.
Essay, The Spanish Armada,
Herbert Leroy Grinuell, Jr.
Essay, Customs Connected with the Calendar,
Anna Maria Palmer.
Reading, The Last Banquet,
Edward Rena ud
Elizabeth Ellen Dain.
Essay, The Society of the Red Cross,
*Agnes Dillon Hennessy.
Class Oration, "Practice makes Perfect,"
Eugene Franks.
Music, Sextette. Sweet Daisy
Curschmann
Members of the class.
Class History,
Nellie Pearl Grinnell.
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Class Prophecy,
William Lindsay Bobbins.
Essay, A Century of Progress, with Valedictory.
Harry Gordon Swett.
Conferring of Diplomas.
Singing of Class Ode.
Benediction.
*Excused.
Of the twenty-three members of this class, four
pursued the studies of the College Preparatory Course;
two, those of the Classical Course; a»d seventeen, those of
the English Course. Eight of the members of the English
division substituted German for a part of the work in
Natural Sciences during the last two years of the course,
and so may best, perhaps, be classified as members of the
Course in Modern Languages.
Three members of the class have been admitted to
Bowdoin College; one has been admitted to Mount Holyoke College; one to Brown University; one to the University of Maine ; and one was among the thirty-eight
candidates admitted to the United States Military Academy at West Point in June from a large number of applicants.
The year has been without special incidents and full
of good work and progress. The assistant teachers have
continued to discharge their duties in a manner highly
satisfactory. The order in the school has been excellent.
Four per cent, only of the pupils that completed the year
failed of promotion,—a fact that indicates that pupils are
now entering the High School with a better preparation
than formerly. It should also be remembered in this
connection that fifty per cent, of those who entered the
High School from the Ninth Grade in the fall of 1894,
was graduated from the High School this year.
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The subject of repairs on the High School building
deserves attention. The floor of the cellar should be recemented; the heating apparatus should be over-hauled;
an outside sash should be added to each of the windows
on the North and West sides of the building; all the floors
in the upper part should be renewed with hard wood
flooring; the stairways and approaches to the various
rooms should be rearranged and built over; the back
premises should be improved; and, above all, all parts of
the building should be thoroughly scrubbed and cleaned.
If the number of pupils goes on increasing another recitation room on the third floor of the building will soon
become a necessity.
While it is not expected that all this indicated work
can be done in the immediate future, if a beginning could
be made this summer and some of the more urgent
matters could be attended to, conditions would be greatly
improved.
With heartiest thanks for your helpful interest aridvaluable assistance during the year, I am
Very respectfully yours,
H. E. COLE.
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Report of Upper Grammar School.
To the Superintendent and members of the School Board:
GENTLEMEN:—I submit to you herewith my report of
the Upper Grammar School for the year just closing.
The work of the Fall and "Winter terms was greatly hindered by absence occasioned by an epidemic of measles
which was shared by a large number of the pupils ; notwithstanding this, it has been a year of honest endeavor
and good work on the part of the pupils.
Especially would I speak of the course in History
which has been greatly strengthened by the addition of a
Literature course. Pupils have shown themselves to be
very much interested in this branch of the work. The
work done in the school-room has led to different lines of
reading outside of school work. Whereas here-to-fore
pupils were satisfied to read that which was not only a
waste of time but in many cases a positive injury, now the
reading is along the lines of history, biography, books of
travel and science. By creating a taste for good literature, the trashy novel has been more and more discarded
and the pupil gives the preference to better books. I
think this course could be made to yield greater results
by placing more books in the hands of the pupils. Much
of the teaching the past year has been oral. A person
will remember more of what he reads himself than of tha't
which another tells him, then books are needed foi reference in preparing for the written tests.
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I think this is the only building in the city provided
with the long benches and chairs. Could these be replac
ed by modern furniture it would be greatly appreciated
by teachers and pupils. In many cases the desks are
too low for the pupils and often if one tries to keep in
proper position, he is obliged to sit in a cramped manner
or encroach on the rights of his neighbor.
The work of the teachers is often hindered and dicipline
made harder by having to work against this manner of
seating. Teachers often find it necessary to inspect the
work of a pupil, to point out errors, or explain some hard
point but this becomes quite impossible to do, as the
spaces between the desks and chairs are so close, one can
hardly pass between them.
So the pupils seated in from the aisles are obliged to
work at a disadvantage. This is especially seen in the
drawing periods.
It has been impossible to do much in the line of calisthenics this year, there not being floor space enough to
stand the pupils where the teachers could oversee the
exercises, only arm movements being possible. New furniture would obviate this difficulty. Could this be granted the seating could be so arranged as to allow the
proper direction of the light in the room. This, now is a
serious evil during the short days of "Winter as one-half
of the pupils are obliged to work some fifteen feet or
more from the windows.
E L L E N BLAIR.
June 15,1898.
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Report of North Grammar School
To Mr. William H. Window, Svperintendent of Schools.
DEAR SIR:—Following the excellent course of study
which was adopted at the begining of the Fall Term, the
year's work could not be otherwise than profitable b u t
taking the various lines of work up with the zeal with
which our pupils of the grammar grades so manifestly
did, its results have been most beneficial and far reaching.
We opened the year with an average of forty pupils
in each of the four rooms and the close of the year finds
us with unchanged numbers. There has been an exceptional good spirit existing between teachers and pupils.
In the mathematical part of our curriculum there h a s
been a decided gain in the self reliance of the pupils.
They have solved many difficulties which were
formerly left to the teacher and this, to me, is a long step
in the right direction.
Under Miss Nims, the work in Music and Drawing
has been interesting and helpful and the introduction of
work in water colors incited earnest effort.
But perhaps the part of our course most enthusiastically taken up and most completely followed was t h a t of
History and Literature. This was so perfectly related
that interest never flagged for the entire year, and a foundation for instructive reading has surely been laid. I n
addition to the school work, a wide range of reading h a s
been carried on by the pupih at home. I n the lists of
what they have read are the works of the best American
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and English authors. Many have purchased books for
themselves, particularly in grades six, seven and eight.
Though the text-book committee have been most
generous, more books for the carrying on of the work are
greatly needed.
The birthdays of atfthors and the various holidays
have been fittingly observed. Through the efforts of the
pupils a large and handsome flag was purchased for the
building to replace the old one which had seen much
service.
I would say one word in regard to the interest manifested by the parents of the pupils. We have had many
visitors but wish that all might be enthused, for only in
this way can the best results be obtained.
I would thank the Superintendent and school board
for their helpfulness and courtesies during the year.
Yours very respectfully,
CLARA B. M A C D O N A L D , PRINCIPAL.
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Report of South Grammar School.
William H. Winslow, Superintendent of Public Schools:
DEAB SIB:—During the past year we have, in some
cases, witnessed marked advantages from following our
new course, of study. We feel that much more may be
gained when the course is fully established. The points
in which this year's plan of work is most essentially
different from last year's are history and literature, nature
Work, and the correlation of studies. None of these lines
of work is new but this year's plan in these particulars
has been more definite.
Iu the nature work we have found an awakening of
the powers of observation and greater keenness in classification. The appreciation of what is truly beautiful has
given much satisfaction to the teacher.
Correlation has been valuable as it has helped the
pupils to grasp the subjects better as a whole.
The work in literature is thought, by the different
teachers to have brought considerable refining influence.
-A taste for better literature has in several instances been
shown in a remarkable degree. Could we have placed
more of the selections studied in the hands of the pupils
We feel that much more might have been gained. But as
this could be done only in a very few instances we had to
Work as best we could from one copy.
In what we have done that is new in drawing,
the pupils have, at times shown marvelous ability and
originality. Here too, they have learned to observe more
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exactly and to execute with a considerable degree of
nicety.
Authors' birthdays have been observed by simple but
appropriate work. The most prominent feature of our
Arbor Day celebration was clearing the yard. Lincoln's
Day, Washington's Birthday, Memorial Day and some
others have been observed.
In many cases parents have kept children out to help
them, when, after investigation, it seemed unnecessary.
This has made the per cent of attendance, although good,
much lower than it otherwise would have been.
Mrs. Margaret Wade presented to Grade V I I I four
pictures for the school room walls, and a bust; all classical subjects. The most intense interest was manifested
in each one by the pupils and what the uplifting influence
of those pictures was can not be estimated. That was
indeed a thoughtful act which was broad and strong in its
influence.
Could South Grammar have a more suitable means of
heating the building and sanitary arrangements which are
fit for a building in which are many children, we feel very
sure much more valuable work could be done.
Respectfully,
F A N N I E M. MOULTON, PRINCIPAL.
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Weeks Street Grammar School.
To Mr. William H. Window, Superintendent of Schools:
DEAB SIR:—I herewith submit my first report as principal of the Weeks Street Grammar School.
I found upon entering this school, a class of welltrained pupils, anxious to learn as much as possible.
The attendance this year would have been better
were it not for the prevalence of measles in the neighborhood.
Miss Skillings was obliged to leave her work in
January owing to ill health and her place was filled by
Mrs. Margaret Eichardson who took up the work of the
fifth and sixth grades more like a regular teacher than a
substitute thus causing no break in the regular course.
It is only fair at this time to speak a few words about
our course of study.
I have tried several courses of instruction but never
have I known one that proved so completely satisfactory
Not only has the study of History and Literature given
the pupils an appetite for solid reading, but the amount of
work done in each branch keeps the grades of the city
together thus allowing them to enter the Ninth Grade
with equal advantages.
Our work in music and drawing has been a greatpleasure to the pupils, and in an easy, agreeable w a y
they have made rapid progress in these studies.
One thing is sadly needed at Weeks Street and that
is a little beautifying of the rooms.
If walls were^
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cleansed, pictures would be put up and other things clone
to make the rooms more attractive.
To the members of the board who have charge of the
buildings, I extend thanks for many small repairs quickly
attended to.
Thanking you all for many courtesies, I remain
Respectfully yours,
F L O R E N C E M. M A C D O N A L D .
BATH,

June 15, 1898.
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Music.
To Mr. William H. Window, Superintendent of Schools.
DEAR S I R : — I t is with pleasure that I present to you.
the report of my first year's work in the schools of Bath.
The work has been very enjoyable and in many ways
satisfactory.
Although the pupils are not quite up to grade in
music, yet we feel they have made good progress during
the year and have laid a foundation which insures morerapid aud more marked improvement in the coming yearOur efforts have been especially directed toward cultivating a better quality of tone, more accurate and
accented measure, more rapid reading and in bringing
out the spirit and expression of the songs.
The following gives a few of the most important
points in the work of each year :—
GRADE I. As the little people enter school, their
attention and interest must first be gained. This is accomplished through various devices, such as naming the
five fingers do, re, mi, fa, sol, and singing the same; singing up and down the ladder both with numerals and syllables. The hand signs are of great interest and by their
use the little beginners are able to sing the scale ascending almost immediately. Very soon they can sing easy
intervals, as, do mi, do sol, re fa, and after these are mastered, more difficult intervals are gradually taken. The
first lessons in rhythm are taught by means of finger
signs. After careful preparatory work, the staff is pre-
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sented and pupils readily read from it at the first lesson.
Much care is needed in guiding the little voices, that they
be not strained or overtaxed. Their tones are few, usually from three to five, and are in different stages of
development. By the close of the school year this grade
has gained enough knowledge of music to sing simple
exercises in keys of G, D, A, F and C, and have learned
from six to ten songs by rote.
GRADE I I . A review of first year's work is given.
Modulation is begun, first changing through 5 of the
sharp keys and 4 of the flat keys, and later gradually
changing through all the common tones. Work in two
part singing is begun, exercises in double, triple, common
and sextuple measure are sung, names of notes and rests
and the most common dynamies are taught. More confidence has developed in this grade and some delightful
individual singing can be obtained, The First Keader,
(Normal,) is used.
GRADE I I I . By the third year the child has become
competent to see and read notes much more rapidly and
has a clear idea of rhythm in two, three, four and six part
measure. Divided beat is t a u g h t ; modulation is continued progressing to more and more difficult; signatures
from C to E and C to A b are reviewed. SingiDg in both
one part and two part music is practiced.
GRADE IV. Rapid advancement is made in the fourth
year. Signatures are taught from a new point of view,
the children telling the letter name of each degree upon
which a. sharp or flat is placed and placing the keynote on
the next degree above the last sharp or on the same degree
as next to the last flat. All the scales are written from
one to seven sharps and one to seven flats. Diatonic and
Chromatic scales are defined and the sharp syllables in
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the Chromatic scale are taught. The Normal Secouu Reader is used.
.
GRADE V. The work of the fourth year is continued
and made more difficult. The syllables of the descending chromatic scale are given and the chromatic scale is
written beginning with C. The sharp and flat are used
as accidentals. Chromatic modulation is begun. Words
denoting time are taught.
GRADE VI. The technical work is the writing of all
major scales with their proper signatures.
All signs
and terms taught throughout the course are used in writ ten exercises. Double sharp, double flat and triplet are
taught. Difficult rhythmical exercises are studied. Careful expression of songs is brought out.
GRADE VII. Three part singing is introduced in this
gr<ide. Chromatic scales are written with signatures to
illustrate the use of accidentals. Modulation is continued and chromatic skips on the ladder are sung. The
Introductory Third Normal Reader is used.
GRADE V I I I . Here we expect gratifying results from
the teaching in the lower grades. Pupils read more rapidly and interpret the dynamic signs and rhythmical
problems with more ease and accuracy. Minor scales are
taught.
GRADE IX. In the ninth year four part music is
taken up. Songs and exercises containing examples of
all previous work are used and careful thought given to
the expression of both words and music. A large proportion of the songs in the Beacon Song Collection has been
studied with interest and with very good results.
H I G H SCHOOL. The work has been largely the interpretation of songs in two, three, four, five and six parts
and the learning to follow the baton of the director, some
special attention has been given to bass and tenor sight
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reading. The Euterpean song book has been used mostly, and many of its selections have been intelligently and
musically rendered. In the coming year more ear-training work may well be done and a much more thorough
study of intervals and minor scales is anticipated.
In reviewing the year, we would not pass unnoticed
the benefit entertainment given January 21, 1898, by the
pupils of the schools. This required much extra practice
and the manner in which pupils and teachers entered into
its work was an excellent proof of their untiring energy,
good will and faithfulness. We appreciate that the unprecedented large attendance and financial success was
due to the generous patronage of parents and citizens
and the earnest efforts of our superintendent.
Teachers meetings for the discussion of both music
and drawing have been held bi-monthly. The teachers
have promptly attended these and have shown a willingness and desire to comply with any requests or requirements. Whatever success has been gained is due to their
hearty co-operation. We do not feel that musicians
have been made of all but we trust much knowledge has
been gained and that each pupil has felt the ennobling
and elevating influence of music
Very respectfully,
LEORA B. NIMS,

SUPERVISOR OF MUSIC.
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Drawing.
To Mr. William H. Winslow, Superintendent of Schools:
DEAR SIK:—Every year Drawing becomes more important in its relation to education.
Since it has been required in the schools, all kinds of
designs, decorations and drawings have improved. Some
of the largest mill corporations in New England, it is said _
having realized the importance of a knowledge of the
subject, have established drawing schools connected with
the mills.
Drawing, more than any other subject, we believe,
leads the pupil to see correctly. It cultivates a love for
the true and beautiful and the power to express observations, thoughts and ideals.
Our drawing work for the past year has included, in
the Primary grades, a study of the models both describing and drawing them as wholes, in parts, and as they
appear in different positions, singly and in groups; drawings of objects, color work, working drawings of models
and objects, designing and brush work with ink.
The Grammar grades have included the above, with
the exception of brush work with ink, and in addition
have done some water color painting, some theoretical
perspective drawing and a little drawing from life.
The brush work which was first introduced during
the spring term, has awakened great interest and some of
the results are surprisingly good considering the very
little experience and practice of the pupils in this line.
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During the last three weeks of school much interest
centered on the designing of book covers, all the grammar
grades participating in this work. A collection of entirely
original book-cover designs was made from each grade
and submitted to a committee to decide which was most
artistic and best suited to the purpose. Mr. H. A. Duncan,
Miss Mary Page and Miss Hogan kindly consented to act
as the committee and reported as follows: First choice,
which design appears on the cover of this book; Verena
Chaney, Grade 7, Weeks street Grammar. Honorable
mention: Edna Pushard, Grade 7, Winnegance; Blanche
Sanford, Lena Heal, Grade 8, North Grammar; Bernard
Tarbox, Grade 7, Weeks street Grammar; Lulu Murrey,
Grade 6, Weeks street Grammar: Mamie McDonald,
Grade 8, South Grammar; Arthur Varner, Grade 7, South
Grammar.
I would say to all who partook in this contest that I
was well pleased with neatness of the papers and the
thought expressed in each design.
We have made quite a thorough beginning with working-drawings and in the coming year we hope to do more
advanced work along this line, to do more brush work,
picture and art study, and sketching.
I wish to heartily thank the teachers for their conscientious efforts iu this department and to express my
gratitude to the Superintendent and the Committee for
their kindly support and interest and for granting all our
requests for material.
Respectfully submitted,
LEORA B, N I M s ,

SUPERVISOR OF DRAWING.
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Rules and Regulations.
Adopted by the Bath School Board.,
ARTICLE I.
ORGANIZATION.

SEC. 1. The School Committee shall meet for organization
on the third Monday of March annually.
SEC. 2. The mayor, Ex-officio chairman of the Board, shall
preside at all meetings of the same and shall maintain such rules
of order as are usually observed by deliberative bodies acting in
committee. He shall call the committee to order at the hour
appointed, and, on the appearance of a quorum, proceed to business in the following order:—Reading of the records of the preceeding meeting, reports of committees, report of superintendent,
unfinished business, new business. The Superintendent of Schools
shall be ex-officio secretary.
SEC. 3. There shall be appointed annually at the first meeting
of the committee, or as soon thereafter as practicable, the following standing committees:—A Committee on High School, five
members; a Committee on Grammar Schools, five members; a
Committee- on Primary Schools, five members; a Committee on
Rural Schools, five members; a Committee on Text Books and
Course of Studies, five members; a Committee on School Houses
and Grounds, three members; a Committee on Fuel, HeatinoApparatus and Janitors, three members; a Committee on Accounts, three members; a Committee on Rules and Regulations
five members; a Committee on Music and Drawing, three
members.
SEC. 4. All standing committees shall be appointed by the
chairman unless otherwise ordered.
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SEC. 5. Six members shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business.
ARTICLE II.
MEETINGS.

SEC. 1. The regular meetings of the Board shall be on the
first Monday evening of each month at 7.30 o'clock at the room of
the Common Council.
SEC. 2. Special meetings may be called at any time by the
chairman, or in his absence by the secretary, or in the absence of
the chairman and secretary, by three members of the Board,
notice through the city messenger or by mail.
ARTICLE III.
CHAIRMAN.

SEC. 1. The chairman shall take the chair at the hour appointed for the meeting of the committee. In his absence the
secretary shall call the meeting to order and a chairman protempore shall be elected.
SEC 2. He shall call special meeti: gs of the committee whenever requested by three members.
SEC. 3. He shall be a member ex-officio of all standing committees.
ARTICLE IV.
STANDING COMMITTEES.

SEC. 1. It ahall be the duty of the Committee on Text Books
and Course of Instruction to advise and aid the superintendent in
carrying out the plan of study and mode of instruction adopted
by the Board, and to recommend any changes in text books
which they deem necessary. A majority of the whole board shall
be necessary to effect any changes in text books, either in admission or withdrawal, and no recommendation of a change shall be
adopted at the meeting when first proposed. Every proposition to introduce a new text book into the schools, shall be referred
to the Committee on Text Books, who shall thorougldy examine
the text books within three months and report to the Board in.
writing.
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SHC. 2. It shall be the duty of the Committee on School
Houses and Grounds, to make such incidental repairs as may be
needed, to superintend all repairs ordered by the Board and in
connection with the Superintendent, to take all necessary measures to protect school property from injury.
SEC. 3. It shall be the duty of the Committee on Fuel, Heating Apparatus and Janitors to make contracts for fuel and heating
apparatus and engage janitors. Contracts with janitors must be
approved by the Board.
SEC. 4. The Committee on Rules and Regulations shall report to the Board any changes in the rules and regulations of the
Board or any additions thereto they may deem desirable.
SEC. 5. It shall be the duty of the Committee on Accounts to
examine and approve, if tliey should be found correct, the monthly pay rolls of teachers as made out by the Superintendent, and
all bills for expenses authorized by the various committees; and
to report their examination of accounts at the last regular meeting of each term. No bill will be allowed which has not been
examined and approved by the Committee on Accounts. They
shall at the olose of the fiscal year of the city, submit to the City
Council, such report of the financial transactions of the Board for
the current year as may have been approved by them.
ARTICLE V
DUTIES OF COMMITTEES IN CHARGE OF SCHOOLS.

SEC. 1. The Committees on the several grades of schools
shall advise the Superintendent with reference to their management, and with reference to any cases of difficulty that may oecur,
and visit such schools as often as found practicable, for the purpose of satisfying themselves as to their progress, and give their
advice to the teacher relative to discipline and other subjects
requiring council. To secure such visitation the chairman of each
committee shall assign to each member one or more schools to visit.
SEC. 2. The committees of the several schools, shall, from
time to time, make such recommendations as to the course of
study in their schools as they may deem desirable.
SEC. 3. The committees of the several schools, in connection
with the Superintendent, shall temporarily fill vacancies in the
corps of teachers which may arise, and make recommendations
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for the annual appointment of teachers. The persons recommended by the several committees shall be considered candidates regularly nominated for assignment to the different schools.
ARTICLE VI.
ELECTION OF TEACHERS.

SEC. 1. The annual election of teachers shall be held by the
Board at its regular meeting in July.
SEC. 2. Teachers shall be promptly notified of election and
shall give notice of acceptance within two weeks or the places to
which they are elected shall be considered vacant.
ARTICLE VII.
PAY ROLL OF TEACHERS.

S E C 1. The payroll of teachers shall be made up to the last
Friday of every month, but no payment shall be made any teacher
on the last roll of the term until the Superintendent has received
the monthly report and summary returns required of each.
When the. last pay roll of a term would be for two weeks or
less, payment for the preceding month's service may be deferred
and added to that made at the close of the term.
ARTICLE VIII.
SUPERINTENDENT.

S E C 1. The Board shall elect annually at its July meeting
and whenever a vacancy shall occur, a Superintendent of Public
Schools, who shall enter upon his duties the first Monday in
September, or if chosen to fill a vacancy, at such date as the
Board shall specify. The election shall be by ballot on the request of a member of the Board.
S E C 2. The Superintendent shall have, under the direction
and control of the Board, the care and supervision of all the
schools, and shall, by continuous and systematic visitation of them,
make and keep himself thoroughly acquainted with their condition
and labor for their improvement. It shall be expected of him,
that he may the better fulfill this duty, to study also, so far as
practicable, other school systems and the general progress of
education.
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SEC. 3. It shall be the duty of the Superintendent to attend
all meetings of the Board except the meeting or meetings for the
election of Superintendent. When called on through the President of the Board, he siiall communicate any information upon the
matter under discussion, and any opinion he may deem important
toward the result of the discussion. He shall be a member a officio, and secretary of all standing committees, except that on
accounts, but without the right of voting.
SEC. 4. It shall be his duty as secretary to keep a full and
accurate record of the proceedings of the Board and Committees
and enter upon the record the names of those present at any meeting. He shall give notice of all regular and special meetings, and
shall send a copy of all new rules and regulations affecting the
schools, to all teachers and to members of the Board; and shall
also prepare the annual returns to the State Superintendent as
required by Jaw. He shall perform all other duties usually required of a secretary or such as may be required by the Board.
SEC. 6. The Superintendent shall have an office, and it shall
be his duty to be in his office three da) s each week, vacations and
holidays excepted, from 4 to 5 o'clock P. M.
SEC. 6. It shall be his business, in these hours, to receive
all communications, from any source, relative to the condition of
the schools, to hear all complaints of principals against subordinates and pupils, and of parents or guardians against teachers,
and to adjudicate or dismisss or report to the Board these complaints, as the case may require, and he shall advise,with the
special committees in relation thereto; provided that any alleged
misconduct shall be carefully investigated and any penalty affixed
ihall be prescribed in writing; and provided, also, that from any
decision of the Superintendent, there may be an appeal to the
Board.
SEC. 7. In case of the illness of the Superintendent, or other
temporary absence, he shall notify the chairman of the Board and
and they shall jointly make such arrangements of the office business as shall be deemed most expedient.
SEC. 8. He shall visit each school as often as fortnightly if
practicable, and personally examine the progress and condition of
the several departments, observing the character of the instruction
and the modes of discipline employed. He shall suggest remedies
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foi defects iu teaching, and illustrate in the recitation room, the
best methods to be employed.
SEC. 9. He shall see that the regulations of the Board are
faithfully observed, and shall report any failure to comply with
the same. He shall also report to the Board, at each monthly
meeting, the condition of the several schools, with such suggestions as may seem to him proper, and shall report at the end of
each year to the Board, the names of all pupils in the several
schools who have been in the same grade more than one year,
and the reason therefor.
SEC. 10. It shall be the duty of the Superintendent under
the direction of the appropriate committees to advise and direct
teachers, relative to questions of instruction and discipline; to
secure the due subordination and co-ordination of the schools,
and the pursuit of a uniform course of study in all that are of the
same grade; to see that only the prescribed text books are used,
and all the regulations of the school properly enforced; to appoint
and conduct the examinations for admission to the schools and for
promotion within them, in which work he shall have the authority
to require such assistance from any teacher as he may desire;
to conduct the examination of teacher, and to control the transfer
of scholars from one school to another of the same grade, and
countersign certificates of transfer ; to take cognizance of all
cases in truancy and non-attendance, and see that the laws aflecting such cases are executed ; to report to the Board special
cases of delinquency, tardiness or violation of the rules on part
of teachers; to prescribe the forms for record books, and returns
of school statistics; see that all returns are made and receive
and record the same; and to promote the unity of the whole
corps of teachers and the excellence of the whole school system.
SEC. 11. The Superintendent shall have power to appoint
stated or occasional meetings of any or all the teachers in the
employment of the Board, for the purpose of instructing them
in respect to their duties, and for mutual consultation in all mat-,
ters connected with the prosperity of the schools; and flll orders
issued by him shall be binding unless revoked by the Board.
He shall receive from the teachers of the several schools their
term reports. He shall make out the monthly pay-roll of teachers and present the same to the Committee oxx Accounts fov their
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consideration and approval before payments on the same are
made.
SEC. 12. It shall be the duty of the Superintendent under
the direction of the appropriate committees to exercise suitable
care of the school-houses, yards and appurtenances, the methods
of heating and ventilating, and all arrangements affecting the health
and comfort of teachers and pupils; to see that the janitors are
efficient, prudent and careful of the public interests in their
hands.
SEC. 13. The Superintendent shall cause to* be printed all
necessary blanks for the use of the Board, standing committees,
teachers and himself; to keep an adequate supply of the blanks
as well as of registers and record books, and to furnish them
when called for; and to procure under the direction of the
Board, the diplomas to be awarded under the rules, and to cause
them to be properly inscribed.
SEC. 14. The Superintendent shall propose and present to the
Board such special report as the Board may from time to time require, and also, at the last meeting of the Board at the close of the
school year a gentral report of his labors for the year then closing,
accompanied by such statistical tables and such suggestions in
regard to the increase of the efficiency and usefulness of the schools
as he may deem advisable.
ARTICLE IX.
DOTIES OF TEACHEKS.

S E C 1. All teachers in the public schools are required (o
make themselves familiar with the Rules and Regulations of the
Committee and the directions of the Superintendent, especially
with those which relate to their own duties, and to the instruction
and discipline of their schools. They are expected to read to
their pupils at the opening of each term, such rules as relate to
Bchool discipline. They shall report to the Superintendent all
matters affecting their schools.
SEC. 2. The exercises of all schools shall commence each day
with the reading or recitation of a portion of the scriptures, or
the Lord's Prayer. Singing is recommended. Opening exercises
shall not exceed ten minutes.
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SEC. 3. Teachers shall punctually observe the hours of opening
and closing school, but they may detain a pupil, for a reasonable
length of time, after the close of p. m. session, for cause. Such
detention not to exceed thirty minutes after the close of the afternoon session.
SEC. 4. Teachers shall require a satisfactory excuse from
parents and guardians for all cases of tardiness or absence. No
pupil shall be allowed to leave school except in case of sickness
or other necessity, unless by request of parent or guardian.
SEC. 5. Whenever any pupil shall fail to keep his place in the
class, it shall be the duty of his teacher, after his best endeavors
with the pupil fail to secure the desired results, to report the case
to the Superintendent. If upon investigation, it becomes evident
that such pupil will not maintain a proper standing in the class
he shall be transferred to a lower class Teachers shall make
monthly report of work of pupils to be examined and signed by
parent or guardian according to form presented by School Committee.
SEC. 6. The discipline of the schools shall be of a parental
character. Politeness and good behavior shall be carefully inculcated. Corporal punishment shall be resorted to only when other
means fail. In every instance of the infliction of corporal punishment, teachers shall keep a record of the time, cause, manner and
amount of punishment inflicted, a copy of which shall be forwarded to the Superintendent within seven days.
SEC. 7. On the occurance of any difficulty in the schools,
application may bo made by teachers, parents or guardians to the
Superintendent, who shall investigate and arrange (he difliculty,
or recommend action by the Board.
SEC. 8. Teachers shall be present in school at least fifteen
minutes before the commencement of the session. The teachers
shall require scholars to be in their seats, and shall commence and
close the exercises of the schools punctually at the prescribed
hours.
SEC. 9. In each morning session there shall be a recess of
fifteen minutes, and in each afternoon session a recess of ten minutes, which shall not be abridged or dispensed with, except by vote
of the Board. Teachers are expected to devote the time of recess
to careful supervision of their pupils. During very cold and in-
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clement weather keeping children too long in the open air either
before school or at recesses should be avoided.
SEC. 10. Teachers are required to give careful attention to
the ventilation and temperature of their rooms, avoiding extremes
of heat and cold, and keeping the rooms, so far as it depends upon
artificial heat, between the limits of 65 degrees and 70 degrees
Fahrenheit, and shall secure change of air regularly at recesses, and
at the close of the sessions. While schools are in session, doors
shall not be locked.
SEC. 11. Teachers are instructed to send pupils home who
come from families where contagious diseases exist, and allow
them to return on receipt of the written statement of a physician
that their presence in school will not endanger other pupils.
SEC. 12. Teachers of Primary Schools are required to cause
such frequent changes of positions and alterations of study and
rest as will promote comfort and health.
SEC. 13. No teacher shall communicate to his school any
public notice or advertisement, or permit any person to exhibit
therein any book, publication or apparatus, or publish any notice
of any kind, without the permission of the Superintendent. No
subscription or collection of money for any purpose shall be
allowed in any school without the permission of the Superintendent.
SEC 14. Should any pupil injure or deface any school property, it shall be the duty of the teacher to notify the parent or
guardian of the pupil, and if the damage is not repaired within a
reasonable time to report the case to the Superintendent.
SEC. 15. It shall be the duty of all teachers to attend any
meetings that may be appointed by the Superintendent for their
benefit and to to increase the efliciency of the school.
SEC. 16. Principals shall record every case of tardiness on
the part of teachers of their respective schools, including themselves, and report the same in their monthly reports to the°Superintendent; tardiness to be reckoned from the time when teachers
are required to be in their respective schoolrooms by these regulations. Teachers shall not dismiss their schools or be absent during
school hours, without permission of the Superintendent, except in
case of sickness, or of some sudden emergency, and then immediate notice of the fact must be given to the Superintendent.
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SEC. 17. Each principal shall at the expiration of the school
year make a return of all matters required in the blanks provided
by the board, including the whole and the average number of boys
and girls in his school, and the average and percentage of daily
attendance during that year. He shall make this annual report at
such time as the Superintendent may direct, and of the form he
may prescribe.
SEC. 18. Teachers shall keep registers, furnished at the public
expense, (to remain the property of the city,) on which they shall
record the scholars' names, ages, attendance, date of admission,
residence and such other particulars as shall give the committee a
correct idea of the state of the schools. The form of these registers shall be determined by the Board.
SEC. 19. Teachers absent on account of sickness shall forfeit
two-thirds of their pay to be used in paying substitutes unless
otherwise directed by the Board. In cases where absence exceeds
two months, the entire salary after that period shall be forfeited
and received by the substitute. Any teachers desiring to be absent from school for any purpose, not exceeding three days, shall
obtain permission from the Superintendent, and for a longer
period from the sub-committee of that school.
SEC. 20. Teachers shall give two weeks' notice of resignation.
On failure to comply with this requirement they shall forfeit their
salary for two weeks' time.
ARTICLE X.
PUPILS.

SEC. 1. Every pupil is expected to attend achool punctually
and regularly; to conform to the regulations of the school, and to
obey promptly all the directions of the teacher; to observe good
order and propriety of deportment; to be diligent in study, respectml to teachers, and kind and obliging to schoolmates; to
refrain entirely from the use of profane and vulgar language, and
to be clean and neat in person and clothing.
SEC. 2. Any pupil entering school without proper attention
to cleanliness may be sent home, and after suitable preparation he
must promptly return.
SEC. 3. Absence from recitations shall be regarded as a
failure to recite, and be so marked on the register or class book.
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Omitted lessons shall be subsequently recited either in or out of
regular school hours, for which credit may be given when absence
is necessary.
SEC. 4. Any pupil absenting himself from a regular examination of his school shall be reported to the Superintendent and
he shall not be allowed to enter any school in the city without the
consent of the Superintendent.
SEC. 5. Pupils of the graded schools, who shall leave their
schools before the close of a term, shall before entering again,
submit to an examination to determine which class they may be
entitled to enter.
SEC. 6. Above the primary grades, written tests in each
regular study shall be given at frequent intervals, averaging not
less than one a week throughout the year, and these papers averaged with the daily class room work, shall constitute the basis
for the promotion rank of the pupil. An average of 70 per cent
in studies shall be required for promotion.
SEC. 7 No pupil in the High School shall be allowed to
change the course of study selected, except at the end of the
school year, and then only by presenting a certificate to the Principal from the committee. No pupil shall be granted a diploma
unless he or she has completed one of the courses of the school.
No pupil shall be allowed to take a partial course except by consent of Superintendent and Chairman of High School Committee.
SEC. 8. No pupil shall be admitted to any school except the
primaries, or pass from one class to another without passing a
satisfactory examination in the studies pursued by the lower
classes. Promotions in the primary schools shall be decided by
the teachers and Superintendent.
SEC. 9. No pupil shall be admitted to, or retained in any
school, unless he has a residence in the city, without the consent
of the School Board.
SEC. 10. No pupil shall attend school outside of his district,
except by vote of the School Board. The charges for tuition of
non-residents, including such supplies as are furnished by the city,
shall be as follows: Iii the High School, $6.00 per term; Grammar School, $4.00; Primary and Rural, $3.00. The tuition must
be paid to the treasurer of the Board, and the principals of the
several schools shall not retain non-resident pupils unless their
tuition has been paid by the middle of the term.
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ARTICLE XI.
JAMTUllS AND THEIK DDTIES.

SEC. 1. Janitors shall be held responsible for any want of
cleanliness or neatness about the school-houses or premises.
SEC. 2. All schoolrooms in use are to be swept at least twice
a week after school, and the furniture dusted each morning beiore
school.
SEC. 8. Out-houses, side-walks and yards are to be kept
clean and in good order at all times, and all necessary paths are to
be kept open.
SEC. 4. Fires are to be built sufficiently early in the morning
to have the school-rooms warm at least thirty minutes before the
time for opening school.
SEC. 5. Janitors shall report to the principals of eacli school
daily, so as to receive any communication relating to their duties
which the latter may wish to make.
SEC. 6. Principals shall report to the Superintendent of
schools in writing the failure of any janitor to comply with the
above regulations.
GENERAL EULES.
1. Teachers' Certificates.—It shall be the duty of the secretary of School Board to issue certificates to all teachers elected to
positions in the public schools. In case of a re-election of teachers
such certificates shall be presented for his endorsement at the beginning of the school year and shall not be considered valid unless
so endorsed.
2. Change of residence.—Parents, residents of the city,
who remove from one school district to another during any school
term, shall be allowed to elect which school their children shall
attend until the next vacation.
3. Stormy Days.—When the weather is inclement the superintendent may suspend all the graded schools. He shall give
notice thereof by the sounding of the fire alarm as follows: Five
successive strokes at 7.45 A . M . shall mean no forenoon session;
same signal at 1. P . M. no afternoon session ; the same signal at
11.30 A.M. shall signify one long session which shall continue in
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the High School till 12.30, Grammar and Primary schools to close
at the regular hour of closing.
4. School Year.—The fall term shall begin Monday the nearest the 15th of September and end the Friday before Christmas, with recess of Thanksgiving day and the day following.
The Winter term shall begin the Monday after New Year's and
continue ten weeks. There shall then be a vacation of one week,
followed by a Spring term closing with the thirty-sixth week of
the school year. The High School will close the week following.
5. School Sessions.—Forenoon sessions for all grades shall
begin at 8.30 and close at 11.30 a. nu Afternoon sessions shall
begin at 1.30 and close at 4. p. m. All pupils perfect in deportment and recitations may be dismissed at 3.30 p. m.
6. Vice Chairman.—There shall be elected annually a vice
chairman who shall preside at meetings of the Board in absence
of the chairman ex-offlcio.
7. Treasurer.—There shall also be elected annually a treas"
urer of the Board whose duty it shall be to receive all money
appropriated to the support of the public schools, and to disburse
the same or any requisite part thereof in payment of bills
approved by the proper authorities. He shall also render an account of such receipts and disbursements for publication at the
close of the financial school year.
8. Appropriations.—The appropriations for the several committees of the School Board, and several departments of its work'
shall be made at the first general meeting of the Board after the
appropriation for schools has been made by the city government.
Specific sums shall be set apart for the various uses of the Board
and its committees, the aggregate of which shall not exceed the
sum appropriated by the city government and other sources of
income. The appropriations thus made shall appear as separate
accounts on the treasurer's books and can be drawn only on the order of the chairman of the special committees for which they were
made. No sum shall be paid out of any appropriation, for any
purpose, save that for which it was appropriated, except by vote
of the general committee, and on recommendation of some member of the special committee. No committee shall contract bills
beyond its appropriation, except by consent of the general committee.
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An Act to Provide for the Election of a School Committee
and a Superintendent of Schools in

the City of Bath.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
in Legislature assembled, as follows;
SEC. 1 At the annual municipal election in the city of Bath,
next after the passage of this act, the qualified voters in each
ward of said city 6hall be called upon to give in their ballots for
two inhabitants of the ward to be members of the school committee, one-half of said number elected to serve for two years, and
one-half for one year. The members elected shall decide by lot
their respective terms of office. Thereafterwards, at each annual
municipal election one inhabitant from each ward shall be elected
to hold office for two years. The mayor of said city shall be
chairman, ex-officio, of said committee. The said committee
shall serve without compensation and no teacher in the public
schools shall be a member of said committee. Vacancies occuring
in said Board otherwise than by expiration of term of office, shall
be filled by the city council of said city for the remainder of the
unexpired term.
SEC. 2. Said school committee shall employ a superintendent
of schools who shall also be secretary of the board. They shall
fix his compensation and term of service and may remove him
upon a majority vole of said committee. Said superintendent of
schools shall act under the direction of and be amenable to said
school committee of the city of Bath.
Sec. 3. Said school committee shall have all the power and
perform all the duties as regards the public schools of said city,
which are now conferred or hereafter may be upon superintending school committees by the laws of the state.
SEC. 4. This act shall take effect when approved and accepted by the city of Bath.
Approved March 17, 1891.

